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An introduction to DSTIL 
Deakin Software and Technology Innovation Lab

‣ ~40 full time staff members 
- Data scientists

- Software engineers 

- Product managers

- Post-docs

- PhD students

- Honours students

‣ DSTIL deliver innovation as a service to the 
following broad areas:

Digital 

Health

Intelligent

Infrastructure

Education Defence Finance



A.I done well, scales 
human intelligence

Patient medical history records 
Offers Actionable Insights


Communicates insights in a way that improves trust


Discovers patterns without bias


Predicts based on historical data - yet adapts to changes 

We rely on a 3 stage process  
(i) Data Engineering, (ii) Insight Extraction, and (iii) Insight Communication




TRR - Decision Support System



How can we better use the data 
collected from wearables?



Anxiety and stress detection



Sleep region detection



Predicting epileptic fits using deep learning 



Dementia friendly home application (expert system)



EDIE - Virtual Dementia Experience (Anxiety Engine)

Edie is a person with dementia, and is trying to reach the bathroom in the middle of the night



Sofihub Smart Home



This is what we 
will be in a  
consumer-ready 
solution
http://sofihub.com

http://sofihub.com


Anomaly detection 
We blend multiple models to arrive at our conclusions


(HTM + Temporal Decay + HMM + Sensor tensors + Expert System)



So .. how can this help agriculture



Application Areas for A.I

Forecasting a future (based on past data)


Optimisation of a process or service or strategy


Experience improvement to the user (or customer)


Target and focus sales and marketing




Green on Green Weed 
Detection

Weeds are (generally) green 

Green on brown is a solved problem 

Green on green is harder — but modern A.I 
techniques can help 



Forecasting yield & quality

Given historical data, weather, land profile, 
irrigation, trading markets data … and other sources 

A.I models can create more complex yield maps — 
specifically targeted to an individual farm 

Current generation A.I. can learn continuously — 
simulate future possibilities, explore what-if 
scenarios and offer guidance 



Drones, IoT, Robots & Value

A.I. is very data dependent 

Drones and IoT sensors can be viable and local data 
gathering devices 

Machine learning techniques can be used to learn 
from data gathered on-farm (and learning can be 
also done on-site, or in the cloud) 

Robots, spraying and irrigation controllers would 
form part of the system to ensure continuous 
management 



Philosophical reflection

Tools Assistant Collaborator



Deakin Software and Technology 
Innovation Lab is keen to 
collaborate …..


